SECTION 1

Technician to complete based on OBSERVATION of participant:

1  Is the study participant completely blind in both eyes?  
   Yes  No
   ○ If Yes -- End of Vision Refraction Exam (VRE)
   ○ If Yes -- answer 2a and end VRE

2  Does study participant have an eye infection in one or both eyes?  
   Yes  No
   ○ If yes, which eye?  ○  ○
   ○ Left  ○ Right  ○ Both
   ○ eyeinf2

3  Is study participant wearing an eye patch?  
   Yes  No
   ○ If yes, which eye?  ○  ○
   ○ Left  ○ Right  ○ Both
   ○ patch2

PLEASE REMEMBER TO CLEAR THE LENS-METER AND AUTOREFRACTOR

SECTION 2

Script: The eye refraction component of MESA is not a complete eye examination. We want to understand how well you see at a distance using your glasses or contact lenses if you wear them, measure the shape of your eyes and determine whether your distance vision could be improved. Before we begin, I would like to ask you a few questions.

1  Have you ever had laser vision correction or refractive surgery to treat near-sightedness or myopia?  
   ○ Yes  ○ No
   ○ lassur2
   ○ Don't know
   ○ Refused

1a  Which eye had the surgery to improve your distance vision?  
   ○ Right eye only
   ○ Left eye only
   ○ Both eyes  ○ rllassur2
   ○ Don't know
   ○ Refused

Participant Id#:  
Acrostic:  
irefdt2  
Date:  
Month / Day / Year  
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SECTION 3

Definitions:

Complete = All questions were answered and entire protocol was completed.
Partially complete = Some portion of the protocol was done but not all.

A. STATUS OF VISION ASSESSMENT IS:

- Complete
- Not Done
- Partially Complete

Why?

- Physical limitation
- Fatigue
- Illness (e.g. stroke)
- Unable to understand directions
- Cannot read English alphabet
- Equipment failure
- Scheduling conflict
- Illiterate/Cannot read
- Lack of cooperation

B. DID DATA TRANSFER SUCCESSFULLY FROM AUTOREFRACTOR TO COMPUTER?

- Yes arkxfr2
- No

Please print out 2 copies of the data from the autorefractor, label with ID number and date, send one copy to the Coordinating Center, and file the other copy in your Unsuccessful Data Transfer folder.

2 Copies printed?

- Yes Vis2cpy2
- No

Comments: irecmt2
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